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Basic idea of “yardstick competition”, Shleifer (1985)

If there are multiple non competing but identical firms: If there are multiple non-competing but identical firms:
 Set regulated price for each = minimum of costs of the others
 Price independent of individual cost (fixed price)
 But, prices never fall below the efficient costs (costs can be achieved) 

 Attempt to mimic competitive market pressures
 Firms effectively compete against the others: Firms effectively compete against the others:
 Equilibrium price covers all of the firm’s efficient costs
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Cost normalisation

h ki t h i Benchmarking techniques:
 Develop normalised benchmark costs when firms are not identical
 Compare the performance of different regulated companies Compare the performance of different regulated companies
 Find efficient firms and set challenging but achievable targets for others

 Theoretical cost function: Theoretical cost function:
 In previous chapter: “average”, deviations are mean zero random errors
 Here, an ideal firms may or may not achieve (“frontier”)
 In effect, we do not assume cost minimisation

 Possible with (seizable) number of firms  or plants, e.g. in…( ) p , g
 electricity /gas distribution in the UK 

(Ofgem’s estimates of efficiency gains: £225m in NPV terms)
 Offices of Royal Mail UK
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Benchmarking methodsg

Li i t h i Linear programming techniques:
 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
 Efficiency frontier calculated from the data (nonparametric) Efficiency frontier calculated from the data (nonparametric)

 Econometric techniques:
 Corrected Ordinary Least Squares (COLS) Corrected Ordinary Least Squares (COLS)
 Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)
 Assumes a type of relationship between variables (e.g. output and costs) 

d ti t tand estimates parameters

 Process bottom-up techniques:
 Based on interviews with engineers familiar with plant planning  & design
 See Gasmi et al. (2002) for an application to telecoms
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Data Envelopment Analysis



Data Envelopment Analysisp y
 DEA for technical efficiencyy

 Extensions: 
 Constant, variable returns to  scale and scale efficiency
 Input vs output orientation

 DEA for cost efficiency
 Technical, allocative and cost efficiency
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Technical Efficiency
 If we know that there is a technology that allows firms…

y
gy

 Using L labour units and K capital units (inputs)
 To produce q0 units of output, according to…0 g

K

Min combinations

required (isoquant)

•Technical efficiency: ”produce given output with minimum level of inputs”
L

to produce q0 units
O
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•Technical efficiency: produce given output with minimum level of inputs



Measuring Technical Inefficiencyg y
Then we can measure inefficiency
E.g suppose that firm A is producing q0. It is not efficient, i.e. it 

uses more inputs to produce q0

 Measuring A’s technical efficiency = OA’/OA (fraction of the 
distance from origin at which is still possible to produce q0)KK

AA’

Min combinations

required (isoquant)
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DEA Graphically (1)p y ( )

 However the isoquant is not known directly However, the isoquant is not known directly
 DEA estimates it from the data (best-case scenario for the firms)
 Suppose that firms A,B,C,D,E,F,G, H and I, all produce q0pp , , , , , , , , p q0

K
C AE C

DE, F, G, H, I B

Min combinations

F

G

D
define a 
“frontier”

L

required (isoquant)

O

H
I
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DEA Graphically (2)p y ( )

DEA defines A’s inefficiency as OA’/OA DEA defines A s inefficiency as OA /OA
 A’ (the target or shadow of A) is a linear combination of F and G (the 

peers of A)p )
K

AE C AE

F

C

DE, F, G, H, I 
define a

B

Min combinations

i d (i )

F

G
H

define a 
“frontier”

A’
L

required (isoquant)

O

H
I
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What if output differs across firms?p

 Technology has a constant returns to scale if..
 By doubling the inputs, output can be doubled

 If technology has constant returns to scale…
 then what matters is the output per unit of input then what matters is the output per unit of input
 Replace number of inputs by number of inputs per 

unit of outputunit of output
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Numerical Examplep

 5 firms producing one type of output with two inputs

Firm Q x1 x2 x1/q x2/qFirm Q x1 x2 x1/q x2/q
1 1 2 5 2 5
2 2 2 4 1 22 2 2 4 1 2
3 3 6 6 2 2
4 1 3 2 3 2
5 2 6 2 3 1

where Q is output and x1 and x2 are the two inputs
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Numerical Example (Coelli et al.)p ( )

x2/q
1

3

FRONTIER

3
4

2

O
5
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DEA Outputp

Firm θ λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ51 2 3 4 5

1 0.5 - 0.5 - - -

2 1 - 1 - - -

3 0.83 - 1 - - 0.53 0.83 1 0.5

4 0.71 - 0.21 - - 0.28

5 1. - - - - 1

E l T h i l ffi i f Fi 3 0 83Example: Technical efficiency of Firm 3 = 0.83
Input could be reduced by 16.7% without reducing output
Firms 2 and 5 are its peers (and 3’ linear combination with weights 1 and 0 5)
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Firms 2 and 5 are its peers (and 3  linear combination with weights 1 and 0.5)



DEA Theoretically (for the record)y ( )

 For each i of the I firms (N inputs and M outputs):( p p )

0  subject to
min ,




Qqi 

0                            
0                   

j


 Xx

Qq

i

i




) firmfor  vector  theis ( outputs ofmatrix   a is           
 ) firmfor  vector  theis ( inputs ofmatrix   a is  where
iqIMQ

ixINX

i

i




 Interpretation:
constants ofvector aisandscalar  a is          
i

 Find a combination of θ (=OA’/OA) and a vector of λ’s
 Creating a shadow firm with inputs Xλ and outputs Qλ
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Variable Returns to Scale & Scale Efficiencies

 If technology does not exhibit constant returns 
then firms might not operate at optimal scale

 Firms might be too “large” or too “small”:Firms might be too large  or too small :
 Productivity: ratio of output produced to the input used

 DEA decomposes scores into scale inefficiency 
(SE) and “pure” technical inefficiency (TE))(SE) and pure  technical inefficiency (TE))
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Constant and Variable Returns to Scale

Output QOutput
M

Q

T E = PR/PA

P

T.E. = PR/PA

S.E. = PQ/PR

InputA
P

RT.& S.E = PQ/PA

O

Remark: Here one input as opposed to two!
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“World” production frontier 1965p
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Source: Kumar and Russell, AER (2002)



“World” production frontier 1990p
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Source: Kumar and Russell, AER (2002)



Input vs Output Orientationp p

a. So far, reduction in inputs keeping same output:
 Adequate if firms have orders to fill (e.g. in electricity transmission)

Input quantities are the primary decision variables Input quantities are the primary decision variables

b But we might look at output while keeping inputs fixed:b. But we might look at output while keeping inputs fixed:
 In some industries, firms have fixed quantity of resources (inputs)
 Output quantities are the primary decision variables

 Generally, select the orientation [(a) input or (b) output 
orientation] in which managers have most control over
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Output Orientationp
Remarks:

Addi i bl (di i ) l i ’•Adding more variables (dimensions) can only improve a company’s score
•Adding new companies can only worsen a company’s score 

Output/Input ratio 1 
(e.g. units distributed/ 
£ total cost)

DInefficient 
company 

being 

Max combinations 
achieveable

C
being 

assessed

Output/Input ratio 2       

achieveable 
(production frontier)

O
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(e.g. line length/ £ total cost)O



Cost Efficiencyy

Cost (ci) B

A 
CostCost 
frontier
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DEA results for E&W Opex (1991-1998)p

Company DEA Score RankCompany DEA Score Rank
East Midlands 0.80 9
Eastern 0.98 4
London 1.00 1
Manweb 1.00 1
Midlands 0.84 7
Northern 0.76 10
Norweb 0.89 6
S b d 0 81 8Seeboard 0.81 8
Southern 1.00 1
Swalec 0.64 11
Sweb 0.63 12
Yorkshire 0.90 5
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Inputs: Opex only, Outputs:KWh, cust, maxd



Decomposing Cost Efficiency

 Technical efficiency (TE):
 ”produce given output with minimum level of inputs”

 Allocative efficiency (AE):
 “uses the right combination of inputs for given input prices”
 Examples:

 Firm using too little capital and too much labour
 Managers carrying secretarial tasksg y g

 Cost (or economic) efficiency (CE):
 “produces at the lowest feasible level of costs for given input prices” produces at the lowest feasible level of costs for given input prices
 TE and AE required to achieve CE
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Technical and Allocative Efficiencyy

T E = OB/OAT. E.  OB/OA
A. E. = OD/OB
C.E. = A.E. x T. E. = OD/OA

K

A

B

Min combinations

B

C
Efficient D

L

required (isoquant)

O

CIsocost 
line
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Numerical Examplep

 Same data as before but now prices available:
 Price input 1= 1, Price input 2= 3

x2/q
1

FRONTIER4
2 3

O
5
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Results from Numerical Examplep

Fi T h i l All ti C tFirm Technical 
Efficiency

Allocative 
Efficiency

Cost 
Efficiency

1 0 0 1 0 31 0.5 0.71 0.35

2 1 0.86 0.86

3 0.83 0.9 0.75

4 0.71 0.93 0.66

5 1 1 15 1 1 1

mean 0.81 0.88 0.72
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How reliable is DEA?

 Problems of DEA:
 Very sensible to outliers and therefore to measurement error: 

O tli ffi i t d t b i ffi i t Outliers appear efficient and rest become more inefficient

 Not clear which variables to we include? (traditionally, no test)
 Include => spuriously efficient Include => spuriously efficient
 Exclude => spuriously inefficient

 Reliable if frontier can be populated by efficient firms:
 number of observations
 number of dimensions
 closeness to frontier of enough firms
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Econometric Methods



Econometric methods

 “Deterministic” approaches:
 all deviation from estimated frontier due to inefficiencyy
 Corrected Ordinary Least Squares (COLS)

 Stochastic approach:
 inefficiency decomposed into inefficiency and 

measurement error
 Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)
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Corrected Ordinary Least Squares (COLS)y q ( )
 Step 1:

 Specify a (linear) relationship between output and costs 

whereyc iii 0  

ci are the operating costs of plant (or firm) i

whereyc iiyi 0  

εi is an error term (due for example to managerial efficiency)
βo and βy are the unknown parameters to be estimated

 Step 2:
 Best fit line shifted by adding absolute value of largest 

negative estimated error to that of the other errors
 So the efficient frontier passes trough the lowest data point
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 So the efficient frontier passes trough the lowest data point



COLS: Step 1p

Cost (ci)
Line of 
best fit

A 

best fit

ic
ˆ

iĉî

O
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COLS: Step 1p
iii cc ̂ˆ 

Where can be thought as an estimate of the costs of an 
average efficiency company producing the same outputg y p y p g p

And estimates the efficiency difference betweenîAnd     estimates the efficiency difference between 
company i and this average company

i

The company is more efficient than the average if 
The company is less efficient than the average if

0ˆ i
0ˆ ip y g i
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COLS: Step 2p

Cost (ci)
Line of 
best fit

A 

best fit

ic
ˆ

iĉî

A’ 

O
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Efficiency Frontier Elec DPCR 1999y

-Ofgem chose the second lowest data point instead of the first
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Ofgem chose the second lowest data point instead of the first
-Intercept, which should reflect fixed costs, was considered appropriate



Potential Opex Savingsp g
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Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)y ( )

 As in COLS, SFA requires specification of a…
 production function based on input variables

 However, it…
 does not assume that all errors are due to inefficiency
 takes into account the possibility of measurement and 

specification errors
 Needs to specify distribution of inefficiency and error
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Stochastic Frontier Analysisy
 Specify (linear) relationship between output and costs 

whereuyc iiiyi  0  

ci are the operating costs of plant (or firm) i
ui > 0 is unobserved firm-specific heterogeneity in “inefficiency”
εi is unobserved measurement error
βo and βy are the parameters to be estimated

 Assume distribution of unobserved variables:
ui follows truncated normal distribution
εi follows normal distribution
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SFA

Cost (ci)
Line of 
best fit

A 

best fit

ic

iu

î B 
A’ 

O
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Benchmarking, Summaryg, y

Objective is to assess the “efficient” costs as a function of output Objective is to assess the efficient  costs as a function of output

 Methods:
Econometric methods such as COLS assume a type of relationship (e g linear) but Econometric methods, such as COLS, assume a type of relationship (e.g. linear) but 
can test for inclusion of cost drivers

 Linear programming methods such as DEA do not need to assume any shape but 
cannot test for inclusion of cost drivers

 In both, better to use panel data (pooled time series of firms)

 Regulators usually use several of them combined with bottom-up processes

 Benchmarking deals with the information problem faced by regulators
 But, the tariff setting and re-setting process creates behavioural incentives

G d b h i d t b d d i ffi i t b h i di d Good behaviour needs to be encouraged and inefficient behaviour discouraged
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Who pays the risk?

Firm inefficiency Sector inefficiencyFirm inefficiency Sector inefficiency

Rate of return      Consumer Consumer

Price cap Firm Firm

Price  cap
With Yardstick       Firm Consumer

Can collusion emerge? 
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Criticisms to Benchmarkingg

 Selection of the appropriate model?
 Accuracy of the efficiency scoresy y
 International benchmarking?

U t i t Uncertainty
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Readingg
 Main References:

 Coelli, T., Rao, P and G. Battese (1998), An Introduction to Efficiency and 
Productivity Analysis SpringerProductivity Analysis, Springer

 Davis, P. and E. Garces (2010), “Quantitative Techniques for Competition 
and Antitrust Analysis”, Princeton and Oxford Univ Press

 Applications:
 CEPA, (2003): “Background To Work On Assessing Efficiency For The 

2005 Distribution Price Control Review”
 Europe Economics, (2007): “Top Down Benchmarking Of UK Gas 

Distribution Network Operators”
 BT (see NERA 2004) BT (see NERA 2004)
 Royal Mail (LECG 2005)

 Critiques of Benchmarking Techniques:q g q
 NERA (1999), “Regulatory Benchmarking: A Way Forward or a Dead-

End” Energy Regulation Brief.
 Irastorza, V. (2003): “Benchmarking For Distribution Utilities: A 
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( ) g
Problematic Approach To Defining Efficiency”, Electricity Journal


